
Feed The Mouse

Source: Thinkfun STEM Education

Objective: Move the “mouse” through the path without missing 
any treats on its way.

What you need:

● A deck of cards
● A toy Mouse (or any animal)
● A few 'prizes' for your Mouse (or real edible treats)

Takeaways:

● Learn about algorithms, which is a group of instructions 
written by the programmer to tell the computer what to do. 

● Explore the concept of debugging, which is how to fix a 
problem in a program.

How to Play:

First, work together to set-up a maze with the playing cards. Then 
one person acts as the Computer (who moves the mouse by 
listening to the programmer’s instructions ). The other person acts 
as the Programmer (who gives the commands). The Programmer 
gives verbal instructions like 'Move Forward' (state how many card 
spaces), 'Move Backward' (state how many card spaces), and 'Turn 
Right' or 'Turn Left' to guide the computer/mouse throughout the 
path, without missing any of the yummy treats.

Challenge Tip: Create a more complex maze and putt obstacles in 
pathways that the mouse has to escape from! hackergal.org | @thehackergals | hello@hackergal.org

http://info.thinkfun.com/stem-education/6-unplugged-coding-activities-for-hour-of-code


The Drawing Challenge

Objective: Follow the programmer’s instructions to draw a picture.

What you need:

● 2-3 People
● Paper
● Markers
● A picture of anything!

Takeaways:
● Think like a computer by following commands and sequences. 

Commands are executed sequentially in the order they are 
written; these command sequences are called a script. 

How to Play:

Communicator (1 person) sits on a chair facing outwards, without 
seeing the paper. Communicator looks at a specific picture secretly 
and provides one instruction at a time to the drawer, using 
MATHEMATICAL vocabulary (ie. clockwise, degrees, angle, etc.)
Ex: “Draw a diagonal line across the page at a 45 degree angle.”

Drawers (1-2 people) work together to follow the instructions without 
seeing the picture. At the end, after all the instructions are done, look 
at the picture in the folder together.

Discussion Tip: How does this activity reflect the process of coding?
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http://clipart-library.com/easy-drawings-for-kids.html


If/Then Statements - Active Coding Game

Objective: Follow the programmer’s instructions and perform a particular task.

What you need:

● A backyard or spacious indoor space
● The whole family!

Takeaways:
● Learn about conditional statements (If/Then Statements), which are a set 

of rules performed if a certain condition is met.

How to Play:

Brainstorm a list of active movements (ie. jumping jacks, squats, etc.) For every 
round, one person is the Programmer and other players are the Computers. The 
Programmer stands in front of the Computers and gives them commands: 

"If I ____ (fill in the blank), Then you _____ (fill in the blank)." 

For example, the Programmer gives the command "If I do a jumping jack, Then 
you turn do a jumping jack," so the Computers must listen and execute. Or you 
can give challenging instructions like "If I lift my left hand, Then you do 3 squats" 
to trick the Computers.

Challenge Tip: Keep track of points! Everyone starts with 10 points and each 
time a Computer does not follow the command, they lose a point. Last 
Computer with points is the winner!
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Secret Codes

Objective: Create a secret code using a different household object 
for each letter of the alphabet.

What you need:

● Miscellaneous household objects
● Pen & paper

Takeaways:
● Learn how to write code and decode secret messages

How to Play:

1. Select small items from around the house that will not take 
up much room (ie. paper clips, lego, marbles, beans).  Make 
sure that you can find enough for each letter in the alphabet 
and at least 5 of the same item (ie. 5 pink hair elastics). It’s 
especially important to have plenty of the item that 
represents the most common letters, like ‘A’.

2. Set up your code by choosing which item represents each 
letter in the alphabet. *See first photo.

3. Write a secret code message on your piece of paper! This can 
be a positive message or fun fact!

4. Challenge a friend or family member to crack the code by 
using your alphabet and filling in the piece of paper!

Challenge Tip: Take turns and use a timer to try to beat each other!
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